Why No Political Organization?

By Anna Von Reitz

From the very first, people have been wanting to get "organized" and form "political action committees" and create logos and emblems and that sort of thing and some of them have been openly hostile toward me because I won't be that kind of leader for them.

The short answer is --- I don't "do" politics because politics is part of the problem, not the solution.

An actual government is not made up of political parties arguing over who gets to divide the spoils this year.

An actual government is made up of elected fiduciary officers whose job it is to run the business of a country. Prudently.

Your actual government hasn't gone anywhere. You have forgotten how to operate it properly, but it is still here.

There are people running around like headless chickens claiming that nobody is in charge and that our government no longer exists and all sorts of silly rot, because the corporate nature of the federal subcontractors has been re-discovered by a dumbed-down generation.

The 1824 Webster's Dictionary gives the word "contract" as a synonym for the word "federal" --- so the "federal government is a "contract government" --- under contract to provide certain enumerated services.

As for the Act of 1871, all that aimed at (and didn't accomplish, as it was repealed three years later) was to create an incorporated business structure for the District of Columbia. This Municipal Corporation was eventually formed in a piecemeal fashion and it did do a lot of damage to our country, but no, that isn't the big "problem" either.

The real problem is our own guileless ignorance about politics.

Ask yourself--- what are these political parties? Republican and Democrat?

They are lobbyists.

Lobbyists are supposed to be going to Washington, DC, to plead for this or that special favor from the elected fiduciary officers. Instead, we have lobbyists running the government.

Think about that.

Calling them "political parties" instead of "lobbyists" doesn't change the nature of the beasts. They are still just as nasty, unaccountable, deceitful, self-interested and ruthless in promoting agendas
calculated to benefit themselves and their patrons. They certainly aren't there to serve anyone but themselves and their own clique.

It's like we went mad and turned the government over to two Booster Clubs.

Instead of "Republican" we should have called it the "Capitalist Lobby" and instead of "Democrat" we should have called it the "Communist Lobby" and then maybe people would have gotten a clue long before this that their actual federal government --- the government they are owed --- is missing in action.

It's missing in action because it has been moth-balled, waiting for us to assemble our States and reconstruct the "missing" Federal States of States.

So, what we need to form are our actual State jural assemblies, not more or different political parties. We need to form our Public Courts and elect our Public Law Officers, not spin off more or different private "security" services operating under color of law.

Do you realize that all the police and "law enforcement agencies" in this country are organized under Pinkerton Laws and are technically only authorized to provide security for the mail and the railroads?

Every corporation now --from the State of Illinois to Walmart-- has their own private security service, aka, "Pinkertons" and the only difference is that the State of Illinois is operating under color of law, while Walmart is being relatively honest about it.

Practically none of them have a thing to do with the mail service or railroads, but there they are, swaggering around in uniforms with bully sticks and guns, terrorizing the populace. One only has to blink twice to see the enforcers of feudal landlords riding down the valley, a black robed Inquisitor at the lead.

So, now again, you can see the urgent need of reclaiming your Good Name and Estate and declaring your political status as an American State Citizen and forming up your State Jural Assembly and electing actual Sheriffs to enforce the Public Law, instead of letting unauthorized gangs of Pinkertons rampage around.

Along with the complaints about my refusals to spawn a new political party --- when I firmly believe and with good reason that political parties should be outlawed --- I get complaints from people who say (quite rightly) that the world today is about leverage and enforcement and that a law is worthless if you can't enforce it.

This is just an observation about how lawless this country has become.

What can you expect, if the only people tasked with enforcing the Public Law --you and I-- are left unaware of their right and their obligation to do so?

Every single one of us has the right and the obligation to enforce the Public Law, to form our jural assemblies, elect our Sheriffs, and stand ready to serve as jurors and as deputies and as marshals.

The job of all these private corporate police forces is to protect the property of their employers, not to enforce the Public Law, even though many of these "agencies" and "State of..." organizations operate under color of law and deliberately give people the impression that they are public law officers when they are not.

And of course, the Pinkertons don't want us to catch on, because when the people of this country step forward to do their lawful duty, it cuts down on demand for them and their jobs. It also vastly undercuts their perceived authority and ends their relative immunity from prosecution.

When we form our Jural Assemblies and form our courts and elect our land jurisdiction Sheriffs, the bought and paid for "Sheriffs" working for ABC, Corp. get put in their places, because suddenly it's not the resources of a multi-national corporation pitted against little Joe Average.
Remember John Wayne deputizing members of his posse? A lawfully elected land jurisdiction Sheriff can deputize as many men as he needs to enforce the Public Law. And if necessary, we can kick Pinkerton ass from here to breakfast.

It's just a matter of remembering who you are and who they are, picking up the reins, and operating your own actual government instead of mistaking their bankrupt political sideshow as anything having to do with you.

Of course, it very much helps if we all work together and in large numbers, but it doesn't require any new political parties or fancy logos. The same Grand Old Flag and our same old government structure will do: all we have to do is operate the actual government we are heir to.

All it really requires is you, and your understanding of the situation, and your willingness to take action. Educate yourselves. Declare and record your political status. Form or join your already organized local jural assembly. Elect your court officers, including your Sheriffs.

And if anybody asks you anything about it, you look them in the eye and you say, "I am doing my Public Duty to uphold and enforce the Public Law."
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